
Simple Query Syntax  

The examples shown here are taken from the CRPC corpus.

Regular expressions

A regular expression is a way of characterizing a string, you can view it as a pattern or a template in which you use wildcards to leave 
certain characters unspecified.

Wildcards example matches with
?  a single arbitrary character gat? gato, gata
*  zero or more characters *mente mente, absolutamente, provavelmente, etc.
+  one or more characters +mente absolutamente, provavelmente, etc. (but not: mente)
Alternatives: between square brackets lind[o,a] lindo, linda
Two alternatives followed by exactly 1 character lind[o,a]? lindos, lindas
Two alternatives followed by zero or more characters lind[o,a]* lindo, lindos, lindamente, lindinho, lindoso, lindano, etc.

Simple Query Syntax  uses a set of characters as meta-characters:

? * + [ ] ( ) { } , :  @ / _ - < >  

To query for the literal meaning of these characters, use a backslash in front. E.g. to look for a question mark, type: \? 

Part-of-speech tags

You can search for a part-of-speech (POS) tags, or a combination of a word with a POS tag using '_'. The list of tags can be found at 
extensive corpus manual in the left menu. The examples given here use the POS tags from the CRPC corpus.

Query description example matches with
Word - POS 'verb' combination desse_V (verb) desse
Only POS ' indefinitive' _IND (indefinites) algo, nada, ninguém, outras, etc
Word string followed by zero or more character 
combined with POS 'verb'

ante*_V antecipar, antedatar, etc

Lemmas

You can search for a lemma or root form of a word by placing curly brackets.

Query description example matches with
lemma {poder} poder, posso, podes, podia, etc
lemma with POS tag 'common noun' {poder}_CN poder, poderes
Word string followed by zero or more character 
combined with POS 'verb'

ante*_V anteceder, antecipar, antedatar, etc

Word sequences

You can also search for multiple words. Notice that punctuation marks are split from words and are separate tokens. You can combine + 
and * to define a sequence of arbitrary words in your query. E.g. the pattern +** represents a sequence of one to three tokens.

Query description example matches with
POS 'Adjective' followed by the lemma of 
'jantar' with POS 'common noun'

*_ADJ {jantar}_CN célebre jantar, breve jantar, grandes jantares, bom 
jantar, etc.

The word 'se' followed by an optional word and 
a comma

se * \, 'se trata ,', 'se  ,', 'se vê ,', 'se calhar ,' etc

The lemma 'célebre' followed by the lemma of 
'jantar' with POS 'common noun'

{célebre} {jantar}_CN célebre jantar, célebres jantares

{de} +** jantar de estar presente num jantar ,de fazer um jantar, de 
nosso jantar, etc

For more information, consult the extensive corpus manual in the left menu at http://alfclul.clul.ul.pt/CQPweb/ .


